a Degradation of polyvinyl polymers (polyvinyl formal, polyvinyl alcohol, and polyvinyl acetate) by highenergy heavy ions was analysed with in situ mass spectrometry and infrared spectroscopy. Both at room temperature and at cryogenic temperature, the polymers are severely damaged by scission of side chains and the polymer backbone, releasing a large number of molecular fragments. Correlation of structural analysis of the damaged polymer and mass analysis of its volatile fragments gives plausible reaction mechanisms for the ion induced degradation. These are compared to thermal degradation. The differences found between the two degradation processes are due to the non-equilibrium character of the ion based process with its high electronic excitation and ionisation. The results are of practical relevance for applications of the polymers in devices of particle accelerators and space vehicles.
Introduction
In the last decades, polymers have found a variety of applications, and various polymeric materials have been synthesized with optimized properties.
1 This study concentrates on polyvinyl formal (PVF/Formvar®) which is a popular engineering resin on the electrical device market. It offers a combination of various properties such as exibility, abrasion resistance, high soening point as well as excellent electrical insulation characteristics. This led to its use as a principal element in enamels for electrical insulation on wires, particularly magnet wiring including coils of transformers, motors, inductors, and even for cryogenic applications in superconducting coils.
2 Due to its outstanding properties, polyvinyl formal will be used in the superconducting accelerator magnets of the FAIR-project (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research) at the GSI Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research in Darmstadt, Germany. 3, 4 For safe long-term operation and lifetime estimations of the magnet insulation it is very important to better understand radiolytic degradation mechanisms when the material is being hit by fragment ions of high energy heavy ions. A simple insulation failure could cause severe damage, cost and facility shut-down times. The same arguments hold for space applications where the components are being hit by cosmic rays, including heavy ions. 5 Here, the situation might be even more severe since the vehicle might be lost when the ions or their fragments pass the hull and hit electronic components.
It is well known that polymers exposed to ionizing radiation, particularly energetic ions, undergo several changes such as chemical structure degradation and, as a consequence, deterioration in material performance. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Most intense material modications take place when a polymeric material is exposed to heavy ion beams in the MeV-GeV energy region in which the ions lose their energy localized with the energy transfer from the ions into the material being in the order of keV nm À1 . This is far beyond any chemical bond strength, high enough to break all covalent bonds within a few nanometres around the ion track. The interaction is characterized by bond breaking, crosslinking, formation of free radicals and various other reactions, which are induced by the complex secondary chemical processes along the trajectory of the ion. 7 The fundamental events involved in ion irradiation of polymers are electronic excitation, ionization, and chain scission leading to outgassing of small volatile degradation products with the consequence of irreversible changes in material properties. Although the ion track formation in polymeric solids has been studied for years, 6 there is still an incomplete understanding of the degradation mechanisms, particularly for certain polymers.
This study investigates the chemical modications of polyvinyl formal induced by heavy ions by means of in situ Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and the outgassing of degradation products by means of online quadrupole mass spectroscopy (QMS). Fig. 1 shows the chemical structure of polyvinyl formal. The complex structure of this random ter-polymer bears three subunits: acetal with a 1,3-dioxane ring (a), alcohol (b), and acetate (c), giving the full name (poly(vinyl acetale-co-vinyl alcohol-co-vinyl acetate). For a better understanding of ion induced degradation of this type of polymer we started a systematic investigation, considering reference polymers such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and polyvinyl acetate (PVAc), which are subunits of polyvinyl formal. The results are compared to those from the literature on thermal degradation. Exemplarily, low temperature in situ studies were performed to verify the obtained results for the cryogenic working temperature, both for superconducting magnets of accelerators and for components of space vehicles.
Experimental

Sample preparation
For transmission FTIR spectroscopy a polymer lm in an expedient thickness, typically in the order of (1-40) mm, is obligatory. Films of polyvinyl formal (Agar scientic, R1201), polyvinyl alcohol (Aldrich, Mw: 89 000-98 000) and polyvinyl acetate (Aldrich, Mw: 100 000) were prepared by the solution grown technique. All three polymers were weighed in solution concentrations of (4-8)% and PVF and PVAc were dissolved in distilled dichloromethane (CH 2 Cl 2 ); for preparing PVA foil, water was used as solvent. The mixtures were stirred for 24 h at room temperature until clear solutions were obtained.
The viscous solution was dripped on a cleaned glass plate and the drop was streaked slowly with a squeegee to an area of about 10 cm 2 . Aer solvent evaporation in air for 24 h, the polymer samples were carefully removed from the glass substrate. Homogeneous, transparent lms were obtained without any gas bubbles having a thickness of (20-30) AE 2 mm measured with a thickness gauge.
Ion irradiation experiments
The irradiation experiment was carried out at the M-Branch beam line of the Universal Linear Accelerator (UNILAC) at the GSI Helmholtz Centre of Heavy Ion Research Darmstadt, Germany. The experimental set up has been described elsewhere. 13, 14 Sample irradiation is performed in the multipurpose diagnostic chamber at beam line M3 in a vacuum of typically 10 À5 Pa. The chamber provides for in situ analysis of materials a FTIR spectroscope (coupled to the chamber via zinc-selenide windows) and a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) for residual gas analysis. The target holder station is connected to a closed cycle refrigerator for low temperature experiments. The sample holder, where a maximum of 4 polymer foils of 1 cm 2 area are mountable, is attached to the cooling nger in the centre of the chamber. The polymers were irradiated with Au ions of a kinetic energy of 4.5 MeV u À1 , corresponding to around 900 MeV, using a pulsed ion beam of 5 Hz pulse repetition rate and 3 ms pulse length. The investigated parameter, relevant for radiation damage, is the ion uence, given as the number of ions per unit area (cm À2 ).
Infrared spectroscopy
FTIR spectral measurements were performed using a NICOLET 6700 spectrometer. For each spectrum, the average of 4 successive scans was recorded in the range of (4000-400) cm
À1
with a resolution of 2 cm À1 . The measurements were performed at an angle of 45 with respect to the ion beam and sample surface. Soware OMNIC 7.0 was used for data processing.
Mass spectroscopy
Outgassing degradation products were identied via quadrupole mass spectrometry. Mass-versus-yield analysis of gases was carried out with an E-Vision Plus, EVP-220-000 quadrupole residual gas analyser, which provides a detection range between 6.7 Â 10 À12 and 6.5 Â 10 À2 Pa for mass-to-charge (m/z) values from 1 to 200. The measurement was performed in analogue mode with a resolution of 0.03. The acquisition time of each mass spectrum was approximately 35 s and the spectra were acquired continuously throughout the irradiation experiment.
Results
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
As mentioned above, the ionizing radiation affects the molecular structure of the polymer. IR spectroscopy is an efficient tool for analyzing structural changes in situ. In the following section, IR spectroscopy results on PVF and its polymeric subunits PVA and PVAc are discussed in detail. 3.1.1 Polyvinyl formal (PVF). Fig. 2 shows the infrared absorption spectra of 12 mm thick polyvinyl formal foil irradiated with 900 MeV Au ions at room temperature (RT). A very broad characteristic absorption peak centred at about 3490 cm À1 originates from the stretching vibration of the -OH groups. This broad band results from a combination of the -OH stretching vibration of the vinyl alcohol unit (at 3650-2800 cm À1 ) and of the carboxylic acid (impurity from the hydrolysis of the ester) around 3000 cm À1 , as well as the rst harmonic (at 3470 cm
À1
) of the -O-C]O ester carbonyl vibration of the acetate unit at 1735 cm À1 . The ve intense absorption bands in the (3040-2700) cm À1 region are identied as symmetric and asymmetric modes of the aliphatic -CH, -CH 2 and -CH 3 -groups of the polymer backbone of acetale, alcohol and acetate. Ion irradiation within the explored uence regime leads to a decrease in intensity of these bands mirroring the molecular degradation of the polymer. As mentioned before, the strong sharp band at 1735 cm À1 is attributed to the stretching vibration of the carbonyl group of the acetate side chain. While during irradiation this band decreases, like the other bands, a new feature appears close to it, a shoulder at around 1722 cm
( Fig. 2 ). Fig. 3 During irradiation all band intensities in the ngerprint region decrease with increasing ion uence. However, the absorption band at 749 cm À1 exhibits a considerably stronger decrease compared to all other bands and disappears at a uence of around 6 Â 11 11 ions per cm 2 . This may be attributed to the breaking of ester bonds when the acetate side chain is eliminated. Temperature dependent changes in the peak intensity of several representative absorption bands of polyvinyl formal are shown in Fig. 5 . The spectrum of polyvinyl formal at around 40 K is similar to the corresponding spectrum of polyvinyl formal at 290 K and gives very similar results during irradiation, namely (a) an overall reduction in absorption intensity of the characteristic bands and (b) the appearance of a new absorption band at around 1722 cm À1 .
In summary, it can be stated that ion irradiation of polyvinyl formal leads to a general degradation of the subunits acetal, alcohol and acetate, with scission of the C-C backbone, the acetale ring, and elimination of the side chains of acetate and alcohol. Oxygen-bearing parts with hydroxyl and ester/acetate at the backbone are partially changed into keto groups. C-H bonds are reduced in number, and the number of C]C bonds is slightly increased.
3.1.2 Polyvinyl acetate (PVAc). Fig. 6 represents the FTIR spectra of a 20 mm polyvinyl acetate foil irradiated with Au ions in comparison with the non-irradiated foil (room temperature). . According to the literature, 21 the region 1850-1745 cm À1 can be assigned to (i) acid anhydride, (ii) peroxy acid or (iii) lactone. Peroxy acids, commonly synthesized via reactions of peroxides with carboxylic acid, are unstable molecules and are unlikely to be formed under the given conditions. Acetic anhydride and lactones, the cyclic esters of hydrocarbon acids, such as g-butyrolactone or d-valerolactone, can be produced via thermal degradation and therefore could be an explanation for the band. Therefore, the acetate with a ringforming reaction or the formation of acetic anhydride might be the source of the new band. During irradiation the overtone peak of the acetate band at 3456 cm À1 was observed ( Fig. 7 , right) to increase the intensity because of a broad absorption band beneath, assigned to -OH. Aer subtraction of this band the peak area is found to decrease with ion uence, which is correlated with the increase of the stretching mode of the -OH band. This result supports -OH formation as a consequence of the scission of the ester group of the acetate side chain. The non-oxidative thermal decomposition of PVAc has been studied by several groups. Throughout the literature, one nds that PVAc in the rst step degrades by elimination of acetic acid from the side chain, leading to carbon double bonds. Grassie had claimed that a polyene residue is developed, 22 Troitskii et al. described the kinetics, 23 and Ballistieri et al. found a twostep process, including elimination of acetic acid as the rst step, followed by the formation of aromatic hydrocarbons. 24 Holland and Hay found new bands at 1600 and 3070 cm À1 in the IR spectrum which were assigned to C]C bonds and C-H bonds which are adjacent to C]C bonds. 25 Additionally, they also found indications of the presence of ketones while acetate bands of the side chains at 1240 cm À1 decreased in their intensity. They describe a process with elimination of acetic acid and acetic anhydride by hydrolysis, leaving back a hydroxyl group which turns into a keto group by double bond migration. A similar mechanism is the formation of ketene, also followed by double bond migration. Additionally they claimed four-and six-membered elimination reactions of acetate side groups, leading to polyenes. They conclude that formation of acetic acid increases as the degradation process proceeds, due the increasing formation of C]C bonds. Costa et al. investigated the degradation of PVAc in a nitrogen atmosphere. 26 The degradation started at 300 C. . Hence, both thermal and ion induced degradation show a reduction of the number of aliphatic C-H groups, elimination of the acetate side groups, and an increase in hydroxyl groups due to the ester scission. Additionally, some formation of keto groups from reaction of the hydroxyl groups was found.
3.1.3 Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). Fig. 8 shows the FTIR spectra of irradiated polyvinyl alcohol in comparison with the nonirradiated foil. The characteristic vibration bands of PVA can be assigned to the vibration of C-OH, C-H, C]O and C-O bonds. Above 3000 cm À1 , the absorption of PVA gives indication of a broad and very strong absorption band, which derives from the stretching vibration of the hydroxyl group (at 3650-2800 cm À1 originates from the C-C and C-O-C stretching vibrations of the PVA polymer. At the spectral region of low wavenumbers, the absorption bands at 916 and 848 cm À1 can be assigned to the presence of -CH 2 bonds. As shown in Fig. 8 , the peak intensities of the IR spectra changed signicantly with the increase of the number of ions hitting the material. Before irradiation the hydroxyl band (3600-3000 cm À1 ) shows a noisy peak, which is due to the high absorbance saturation effect. During irradiation this band becomes smaller and sharper, which indicates the decrease of the number of hydroxyl groups with an increase in uence due to their elimination. The peak intensity at 1702 cm À1 , corresponding to carbonyl formation, increases and the peak at 916 cm À1 of -CH 2 bonds disappears. A strong reduction of the number of -OH groups while -C]O increases indicates on one hand that the hydroxyl group is dehydrogenated forming an oxygen double bond; on the other hand the hydroxyl group can be eliminated by H 2 O formation in combination with backbone hydrogen abstraction leading to the loss of -CH 2 by C]C double bond formation. This mechanism seems to be similar to the one found for thermal decomposition. Tsuchiya and Sumi carried out an early investigation on non-oxidative thermal decomposition of PVA.
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They state that the mechanism is based on elimination of the -OH group as water, leaving a conjugated polyene structure behind. Scission of CC bonds leads to formation of mainly terminal C]O groups with adjacent C]C groups. Thomas et al. described the thermal degradation of polyvinyl alcohol in a nonoxidizing gas atmosphere, namely nitrogen, with elimination of water from the -OH groups as the rst step, followed by pyrolysation. 28 Their IR measurements show a slow decay of the O-H stretching mode at 3370 cm À1 , followed by a sharp drop at around 240 C to very low levels. The C-H stretching mode at 2940 cm À1 is less affected at lower temperature, however, does also drop at 240 C. In the same temperature regime, the C]O
and C]C stretching modes at 1715 cm À1 and 1595 cm À1 appear. The melt temperature was in this regime. The authors conclude that chain scission and rearrangement yields the carbonyl group as a product. The C]C modes increase, but not very much due to formation of aromatic species upon further degradation. Holland and Hay degraded PVA in argon gas at a temperature between 260 and 290 C. 29 They observed a reduction of -OH bands at 3450 cm À1 and of -C-H at 2930 cm À1 . At 1705 cm À1 , a band assigned to unsaturated -C]O was formed. They explain their observation by elimination of water with formation of a C]C double bond which migrates towards the next hydroxyl group leading to formation of a keto group due to keto-enol tautomerization. This process eliminates the C]C bond, thus explaining the much higher loss rate of -O-H groups in comparison to -C-H groups. The comparison shows that both due to heat and ion energy input into PVA the hydroxyl groups are either eliminated or dehydrogenate into a keto group. Additionally, the CH backbone loses hydrogen, forming C]C bonds.
Mass spectrometric analysis of volatile molecular fragments
As mentioned before, the analysis of ion induced fragmentation into small volatile molecules was performed by means of mass spectrometry (residual gas analysis). In the following, the individual behaviour of the components of PVF is discussed.
3.2.1 Polyvinyl formal. Online analysis of the gases in a vacuum chamber by means of mass spectroscopy allowed us to obtain detailed information about the volatile degradation products produced during irradiation of polyvinyl formal. 
View Article Online
shows a typical mass spectrum of polyvinyl formal together with the ones of polyvinyl acetate and polyvinyl alcohol recorded at room temperature during irradiation with a ux of 2 Â 10 7 Au ions per cm 2 s at around 900 MeV kinetic ion energy. All molecular masses within the range of 0-100 m/z were checked for changes in comparison to the situation without ion irradiation. The vacuum chamber with the polymer on the sample holder shows a typical background spectrum, arising from gas desorption from the chamber walls, leakage, outgassing of the polymer, and to a small extent from the vacuum pump system such as oil from the forepumps. It is observed that outgassing of polyvinyl formal under ion bombardment leads to an intensity increase of volatile species During preparation of polyvinyl formal foil, CH 2 Cl 2 was used as a solvent, which might be a precursor of the outgassing product hydrochloride (HCl) during irradiation. The number of fragment masses is smaller for polyvinyl acetate and for polyvinyl alcohol, since they are less complex compared to polyvinyl formal with its additional acetale ring subunit. Fig. 10 compares the outgassing fragments of polyvinyl formal of cryogenic and room temperature irradiation. At cryogenic temperature the spectrum is characterized by the presence of large H 2 (m/z ¼ 2) and CO (m/z ¼ 28) peaks, where H 2 is the major gas species formed compared to smaller peaks of C, O, H 2 O, and C n H x . The masses with possible fragments are presented in Table 1 together with their relative intensities and probable compound assignments. Under cryogenic conditions, most of the mass signals are signicantly smaller compared with those of room temperature irradiation. While the boiling point of hydrogen (H 2 ) is very low and thus the gas is not immobilized at 40 K, other molecules are kept in a frozen state particularly the large ones such as acetic acid and larger ketones and aldehydes. Water from the polymer would also be frozen; however, this signal does also arise from the vacuum chamber and is therefore still signicantly to be recorded.
In the cryogenic case, it is the combined effect of the direct gas radiolysis and the gas transport out of the matrix which determines which volatiles will most likely be present in the vacuum chamber and will be detected by the mass spectrometer.
The table shows that polyvinyl formal is broken up into a large number of fragments upon ion irradiation. The main product in all cases is hydrogen which is the main component of the polymer with respect to atomic percentage. The acetale subunit bears 10H atoms (+6C atoms and 2 O atoms), in acetate the atomic ratio H : C : O is 6 : 4 : 2 and in alcohol 4 : 2 : 1. Since the ion beam cuts all bonds easily, the process will release large quantities of hydrogen. From the hydrocarbon backbone, C x H y fragments of different sizes are cut out, mainly the small ones with 1, 2 or 3 C-atoms. Since all subunits bear O atoms, oxygen itself, and its compounds with H and C are formed. Therefore, water/hydroxyl on one side, and carbon oxides and aldehydes and ketones on the other side are formed. The amount of smaller fragments, such as formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, is larger than the bigger ones, such as butenal.
The appearance of the large number of fragments can be explained by opening of the acetale dioxane ring with multiple scission, side-group elimination of acetate and alcohol, and backbone scission.
3.2.2 Polyvinyl acetate. Fig. 11 shows the mass spectra of polyvinyl acetate before and during ion irradiation at room temperature. Before the irradiation, characteristic signals appeared at the mass ratio of 17 and 18, corresponding to OH and and 3200 cm À1 with increasing uence.
In thermal degradation, the main product found by Costa et al. is acetic acid, together with minor amounts of keten, water, methane and the two carbon oxides.
26 Blasevska-Gilev and Spaseska found 87% acetic acid, several percent of acetone and benzene, and a few percent of acetaldehyde and cyclopentadiene. 30 The main products came from side chain elimination, followed by breakdown of the unsaturated polymer backbone. The latter took place in a higher temperature regime.
In contrast to these ndings, in ion induced degradation we observe a different mechanism. In thermally induced degradation, the scission of the side chain leads to formation of acetic acid, either by reaction of two acetate side chains, or by a bond break between the ester oxygen bridge and the polymer backbone. 26, 30 Under ion bombardment, almost no fragments with masses corresponding to acetic acid or acetic anhydride have been observed. The only fragments found were those with one O atom only which is acetaldehyde. This means that in case of ion bombardment, the side chain is preferentially cleaved within the carboxylate group between the oxygen next to the backbone and the keto carbon atom, leading to an aldehyde as fragment.
The remaining oxygen either creates an alcohol group or becomes a keto group by double bond migration and keto-enol tautomerism. The formation of -OH has been observed with FTIR, as mentioned above, supporting this mechanism. The formation of carbon monoxide which appears in large amounts is most likely due to ion induced scission of the formed aldehyde from the side chain and the formed ketone of the backbone. It turns out that ion induced scission leads to smaller fragments, more governed by the high-energy electron excitation process and less by the regular chemical reaction rules.
3.2.3 Polyvinyl alcohol. Fig. 12 shows the mass spectra of polyvinyl alcohol. The outgassing molecules and atoms of polyvinyl alcohol are hydrogen ( -15, 26) and carbon monoxide/ethene (CO, C 2 H 4 m/z ¼ 28), which were found also in PVAc and in PVF. In contrast to PVAc and PVF, hardly any heavier masses are found. This is due to the fact that PVA has non aliphatic side chain or ring structure. Fig. 13 depicts the mass spectra of PVA and PVAc polymers in comparison. Concerning the observed species, they appear similar. During irradiation, both polymers show an overall increase in peak intensity of the characteristic fragment molecules. However, in PVA the O-based outgassing fragments (H 2 O, OH and CO molecules) at mass signals m/z ¼ 18, m/z ¼ 17 and m/z ¼ 28 of PVA exhibit a signicantly larger intensity in comparison to that of PVAc polymer, which can be explained by the elimination of the -OH group. The large quantities of CO are due to scission of the keto-bearing backbone, in accordance with the FTIR observations. In contrast, peak intensities of other outgassing fragments such as hydrogen (H 2 ) and hydrocarbon (C x H y ) of PVA are smaller than the ones of PVAc.
In thermal degradation studies on PVA, Tsuchiya and Sumi had also found water as the main product, but also aldehydes and ketones, such as acetaldehyde, crotonaldehyde (butenal) and hexadienal, and acetone by means of gas chromatography. 27 Hay and Holland identied gas phase products by IR and found bands of water and saturated and unsaturated ketones and, in particular, aldehydes at 1715 to 1760 cm À1 .
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These ndings are similar to the present results. Apparently, elimination of H 2 with formation of keto groups and elimination of water with formation of C]C double bonds are the main mechanisms both for thermal and ion induced degradation. The difference between the two degradation processes seems to be that in the thermal process reactions to larger fragment units are possible, while in ion induced degradation the fragments remain smaller, in analogy to the observations on PVAc.
3.2.4 Outgassing during heating up. In Fig. 10 it has been shown that ion beam induced degradation of polyvinyl formal at a temperature of 40 K had yielded considerably less masses and mass intensities of fragment molecules. In principal, there are two possible explanations for this observation: one is that the radiation damage is lower at cryogenic temperature, the other one, as mentioned before, is that the fragment molecules have been trapped in the polymer matrix in a frozen state. The latter explanation is more likely since, according to the FTIR result, the polymer is also degraded at low temperature. In order to check whether or not small fragment molecules have been trapped at low temperature, the sample was slowly heated up to RT in order to set the molecules free. Fig. 14 shows a plot of outgassing proles of four masses as a function of the temperature. It turns out that the gas release starts immediately when the temperature rises above 40 K. Mass m/z ¼ 28 is the major outgassing product. The graph shows that two peaks appear in the low temperature region at 73 K and 98 K during heating up. This is an indication that either the species is trapped in two binding states, which is not likely, or that there are two molecules of the same mass. For m/z ¼ 28, two compounds are reasonable: CO and C 2 H 4 . Their boiling temperatures at normal pressure give an indication of the sequence of appearance during heat up: while carbon monoxide boils at 81.5 K, the boiling temperature of ethane is 169.5 K. As a consequence, the peak at 73 K can most likely be assigned to carbon monoxide and the peak at 98 K to ethane. In the temperature region (65-130) K peaks appear of m/z ¼ 26, m/z ¼ 28 and m/z ¼ 44, corresponding to ethyne (m/z ¼ 26), carbon monoxide/ethane (m/z ¼ 28), and carbon dioxide/acetaldehyde (m/z ¼ 44). In the latter case, the compound evaporating at higher temperature shows a larger peak area, indicating that the aldehyde is the main product, in accordance with the mechanism postulated on the basis of FTIR and MS measurements. The boiling of H 2 is not visible at 40 K because it is below the presented temperature area. This is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 10 .
Discussion
When analyzing the non-oxidative chemical degradation reactions taking place by high-energy heavy ion irradiation of polymers in vacuum, one has to take into account that regular reaction steps of organic chemistry and their rules can only partially be applied since around the track of the heavy ions in the polymer the energy level is extremely high. In this nonequilibrium regime, thermodynamics of chemical reactions at regular reaction temperatures do not apply. When the ion crosses the polymer, it releases huge amounts of its kinetic energy into the material by exciting electrons and by setting them free from their covalent bonds. These electrons themselves ionize atoms and create further energetic electrons in collision cascades. These electrons are easily able to cut bonds. Table 2 shows the bond dissociation energies of the atoms involved in increasing order. 31 The dissociation energies of the covalent bonds of the involved atoms in the polyvinyl polymers are between 300 and 500 kJ mol À1 , corresponding to about 3 to 5 eV of the individual interatomic bonds. The energy transferred from the energetic ion into the polymer can be derived from theory. The soware SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Solids) calculates ion-atominteractions including electronic and atom bond structure which is long-range affected in terms of electron excitations and plasmons.
32 By using the bond strengths of Table 2 , SRIM gave for each single Au ion for a PVF foil of a thickness of 20 mm more than 2000 displaced atoms, i.e. atoms cut out of their positions within the polymeric chain, and an average transferred energy of around 1600 eV per 100 pm length of the ion track in the polymer, see Table 3 . The C-C bond length is 154 pm. 33 This means that all types of bonds suffer from scissions; even single atoms can be cut out of the polymer backbone. Oen, the bond scission is homolytic, leading to radicals. Radicals and ions created under these non-equilibrium conditions are metastable and highly reactive such as O, OH and C. When they meet a chemical reaction partner and when they are able to get rid of their excess energy, they will react. Those species set free from the bonds in the near-surface region can leave the polymer. In the present case of high vacuum, the mean free path l of the species is considerably larger than the vacuum chamber dimensions and the distance x between polymer sample and the mass spectrometer, l > 1 m > x. 34 Whatever species leaves the sample into the direction of the spectrometer does not meet any other molecule for reaction. Others are reected from the chamber walls until they most probably disappear in the vacuum pump or, by chance, hit the mass spectrometer orice. This is the reason why highly reactive and unstable species are to be found in the mass spectrum. Another reason, of course, is the electron impact ionization process in the mass spectrometer which does also create such species. When fragments are formed in depth of the polymer, they have to diffuse to the surface. On their way, they may react and form new bonds. The smaller the molecules are, the easier they can escape. This is the reason why large numbers of hydrogen molecules and also water and carbon monoxide are found.
Hence, one part of the degradation reaction products are nonequilibrium species, one part of the products obeys the rules of organic chemical reactions. When the ion has passed and its created energetic electrons have cooled down to room temperature, regular organic chemistry applies and the reaction products can be compared to those found in thermal degradation.
It has been found for mass spectrometry of PVA that the ion induced process yielded less heavy fragments than the thermally induced one. In the thermodynamically controlled equilibrium process, the chance for chemical reactions to larger molecules is higher than in the non-equilibrium process by energetic ions in vacuum where small molecular fragments have a better chance to be ejected from the solid before reaction. Based on the results and on these considerations, in the following a few reaction paths are proposed which may explain the main ndings. Apart from them, however, several other degradation reactions occur, especially ion induced backbone scission which can take place at any position due to the very high energy input with a locally highly non-equilibrium character. Also, a large number of free radical reactions will happen, since the ion beam process produces lots of them. Also, more complex reactions such as inter-molecular cyclisation reactions which lead to aromatic compounds or to the heterocyclic structures, where both FTIR and MS give evidence, are not shown since they are of minor importance, in contrast to thermal degradation. Fig. 15a shows the proposed main ion induced degradation reaction in polyvinyl alcohol. In FTIR it had been observed that the -OH and -CH bands had decreased under ion irradiation, at the same time a slight growth of a -C]O keto band was observed. The main fragments were H 2 and H 2 O. The latter is created by scission of the alcohol function and a neighbouring hydrogen, leading to both the observed reduction of the above mentioned bands and an increase in the C]C bands. Another reaction path is elimination of hydrogen, leaving back oxygen at the polymer backbone as a -C]O keto group. An indirect reaction path is double bond migration to the next carbon atom, with a neighbouring -OH group, leading to an enol. As described in Erlenmeyers rule 35 the keto form is, in general, more stable than its enol tautomer. This is also the reason why polyvinyl alcohol is not made via polymerisation of its monomer vinyl alcohol, which is unstable and exists mainly as its tautomer acetaldehyde, but indirectly by polymerization of vinyl acetate and hydrolysis of the ester bonds. As a consequence, a ketone-type -C]O bond is formed resulting from keto-enol tautomerism. Hence, the reaction leads to two products: a keto group and/or a C]C double bond, potentially a polyene.
In Fig. 15b , the degradation of the acetate subunit is depicted. The mechanism is mainly based on the elimination of the acetate side chain, thus forming either a C]O keto group with hydrogen elimination at the backbone C atom or to an -OH group when hydrogen is abstracted from a neighbouring carbon atom, thus forming a C]C double bond. If double bond migration takes place, again a keto-enol tautomerisation might happen.
As a consequence of the reactions, the acetate bands decrease in intensity, and, to a certain extent, also the aliphatic bands. This has been observed by FTIR. This mechanism is also consistent with the mass spectrometric observation of acetic aldehyde and its dehydrogenated radical or ion CH 3 CO as specic molecular fragment product, next to hydrocarbons and carbon oxides. In contrast to this reaction, thermal degradation favours the formation of acetic acid as main reaction product.
These reactions also take place in polyvinyl formal. Both the reduction in ester carbonyl vibration, and formation of keto groups, and an increase in unsaturated C]C bonds with a decrease of the aliphatic -C-H ones are observed, together with the above mentioned fragments. In contrast to PVA and PVAc, however, the mass 28, corresponding to CO, is the largest part of the fragments aer hydrogen. Its intensity is double as high as that of PVAc and PVA. Also, H 2 O and CO 2 are formed in large quantities. From this observation, we conclude that in addition to the side chain eliminations of PVA and PVAc, it is the scission of the acetale subunit which creates both the additional fragments. Fig. 15c shows the formation of CO and ethene combined with formation of -OH or -C]O keto groups, the formation of formaldehyde, as well as the creation of polyenes with adjacent C]C bonds with emission of CO 2 and H 2 . These reactions are in accordance with both the results of FTIR and mass spectroscopy.
The role of -OH is complex. On one hand its elimination has been shown with PVA, on the other hand, there are production reactions from acetate and acetale subunits in PVF. PVF polymer shows no signicant net changes of the band intensity, because PVAc and PVA show reverse tendency of -OH band development with increasing ion uence. This explains the unexpected seeming stability of the -OH groups of PVF.
The FTIR spectrum of polyvinyl formal at 40 K shows very similar results in comparison to the room temperature experiments. In contrast, in the outgassing experiments under cryogenic irradiation conditions, most of the mass signals are signicantly smaller compared to room temperature irradiation. This result indicates that at low irradiation temperatures small fragments are frozen in and accumulated in the sample, which is correlated to the results of heating experiments. This observation is not only relevant for the degradation mechanism, but is also of technical importance. Whenever a component which has been working under cryogenic conditions, either in space or in a superconducting coil of an accelerator, is heated up, by irradiation from sun in space or due to maintenance in an accelerator, it will release large amounts of gases, leading to gas pressure increase. This may cause damage, particularly, when the material is already weakened by ion induced degradation. It should also be emphasized that a low temperature does well protect a polymer from degradation, trivially by prohibiting temperature-induced reactions, but it does not help when highly energetic ions are involved leading to nonequilibrium conditions with an extreme local electronic energy input.
Summary
This work reports the modication of polyvinyl polymers by energetic heavy ions. To gain information about the inuence of different side chains three different polymers (PVF, PVAc and PVA) were analysed with online mass spectrometric analysis and in situ FTIR spectroscopy. The degradation processes occurring in polyvinyl polymers under heavy ion irradiation have been analyzed and the results were correlated. The measurements of the chemical reaction products by mass spectrometry as well as structural characterizations by FTIR give evidence for severe ion induced modication of the polymers, independent of the macroscopic temperature. The polymers are degraded in all parts of side-chains and backbones, with a large number of volatile degradation products. In the ion induced process, the polymers essentially are dehydrogenated, since the loss of hydrogen is larger than the loss of carbon, and also oxygen is lost. As a consequence, double bonds are formed; the polymer is "carbonized".
The considerable structural changes will lead to a modication/deterioration of specic macroscopic properties, such as electrical resistance and mechanical strength, and are therefore of importance for applications in environments with energetic particles, such as space and accelerators.
